ABSTRACT
. An example crash report [40] : its contextual data, its stack trace, and a dissection of one of its stack frames. Note that some information was removed for space.
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In this case, the top of the stack indicates the function that encountered the users manual termination due to an application hang. The authors remarked 158 that shared libraries (.dll files on Windows) invoked by multiple applications 159 accounted for about 15% of all application crashes.
160
This was followed up by Ganapathi et al. [15] , which analyzed Windows XP Gómez et al. [21] created MoTiF to generate in vivo crash test suites that 168 create the shortest sequence of actions to reproduce a crash experienced by a user.
169
They used crowdsourced test suites to bucket crashes in order to give developers 170 a sense of what needs to be fixed.
171
Like Campbell et al. [7] , this paper focuses on one particular crash repository-172 the Ubuntu Launchpad dataset. Unlike the prior work, this paper places a greater 173 emphasis on describing the statistical tendency of crashes. Our dataset is different 174 from the ones studied in the prior work in a few important ways. We collected 175 crashes from Linux machines, so some of the research questions in this work 176 are Unix-specific, as opposed to Windows-specific as with Ganapathi's two prior 177 works [2005, 2006] . As well, the crashes came from lower level languages; despite 
Stack-trace crash report deduplication

181
In order to prevent as many crashes as possible, it is necessary to find out how function names to create a signature for a crash. This was followed up by Brodie et al. [5] , wherein the authors describe several heuristics for preprocessing stack 190 trace data, including stop word removal and recursive call removal. Bartz et al. [4] 191 created a call stack similarity classifier based on learned weighted edit distance.
192
Modani et al. [36] proposed several stack trace similarity metrics including edit the cause of a crash. Note that many deduplicators [5, 36, 9] who used stack trace 204 edit-distance found it necessary to remove recursion in the preprocessing stages.
205
Lerch and Mezini [2013] addressed deduplication by using tf-idf to determine the 206 similarity between crash stack traces in order to deduplicate bug reports as they 207 are being written. Campbell et al. [7] followed this up by directly addressing helps fill out the contextual data automatically. The tooling that collects the 215 information from the crash report to the bug report also tags the bug report so 216 that it is possible to separate out bug reports that were completely manually gen-217 erated from those that were generated with the assistance of the crash reporting 218 tool apport. shown in Figure 1 . The text was parsed with a Python script written by the au-267 thors. 4 The initial text is automatically generated by Apport, but the user is free 268 to modify anything they want. This results in mostly machine-readable crashes.
269
Unfortunately, some crashes are unparsable or contain unparsable metadata. 
RESEARCH QUESTIONS, METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
290
We answer 10 research questions about the Launchpad crash repository. The first it might indicate that widely-used libraries are a common cause.
310
In order to determine which applications crashed we looked at each crash 311 report's SourcePackage metadata field, or if that was not available, the crash 312 report's Package field. Ubuntu applications are often broken up into multiple 313 packages, but they will usually all share a single SourcePackage. 44 crash reports 314 were missing this information (or it was unparsable) so we looked at the remaining 315 40,548 crash reports.
316
The package with the most crashes was Nautilus with 1,895 crash reports. In 317 total, 1,921 packages had crash reports. A log-log plot of the distribution of crash 318 reports is shown in Figure 3 . This plot shows the packages with the most crashes 319 on the left and the fewest crashes on the right. Additionally, a log-log frequency 320 spectrum plot of the distribution is shown in Figure 4 indicates that the distribution of crashes per application has a piecewise power 329 law distribution.
330
We fit a finite Zipf-Mandelbrot model to the frequency spectrum using the 331 zipfR R package [13] . In Figure 4 , are to be synthesized, in order determine how many synthetic crashes a synthetic 349 bug should produce.
350
We downloaded all of the crash reports available at the end of 2015. Our 
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indicating which bug report each bug report is a duplicate of (crashes are stored as bug reports in the same system). We used this information to group crashes 356 into buckets. Then we sorted the buckets by size and plotted the result.
357 Figure 5 shows the distribution of crashes among buckets. 
371
We fit a finite Zipf-Mandelbrot model to the frequency spectrum using the less than 10 −13 , which indicates the data did not come from the fit distribution.
376
However, Figure 6 clearly shows that the model distribution is able to capture the 377 general shape of most of the empirical distribution.
378
Much like RQ1, we can conclude that a many crashes will be lonely, that is,
379
being the only crash in a bucket, with no duplicates, while some buckets will be 380 significantly larger, containing a large number of crashes. A bucket is first created when a user experiences a crash and reports it. After 388 that, other users might experience the same crash, and those crashes will be added 389 to the bucket. Eventually, the code causing the crashes could be fixed, replaced, 390 or become irrelevant. However, even if it is fixed, it is still possible that later has parameters a = 0.30 and b = 2.88.
416
We used the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, Cramer-von Mises, and Anderson-Darling is not able to capture completely.
424
The beta distribution predicts that more buckets will have lifetimes less than with more crashes in a bucket, the bucket has more opportunities to have crashes which are spaced further apart in time. This relationship is shown in Figure 8 . with. An example can be seen in Figure 1 .
480 Figure 9 shows the amount of crashes associated with each signal in the dataset. 
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reports to examine how often crashes were reported on different CPU architectures.
523
An example can be seen in Figure 1 . Figure 10 shows the amount of crashes occurring in each CPU architecture.
527
The crashes in the dataset consist primarily of the two PC architectures, i386 
550
Using our crash report extraction scripts (described in Section 4), we were able 551 to count the amount of stack frames to determine the stack trace length for each 552 crash. Then we fit a geometric distribution to the empirical data.
553 Figure 11 shows a log-log plot of the lengths of stacks found in crashes. The 
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point of the crash), but discard the bottom of the stack (the entry point of the program). There was only one crash which exceeded the truncation limit with 561 2654 stack frames which was an internal error from the Mono C # runtime [14] .
562
In Figure 11, the data did not come from a geometric distribution with the parameters listed.
567
However, it appears to capture the shape of the data with stack lengths between 568 10 and 50 quite well.
569
The fact that some of the data seems to follow a distribution which appears function was at the top-of-stack and the stack length exceeded gdb's hard-coded 598 limit, described in Section 5.6.
599
Summary descriptive statistics for recursion depths are provided in Table 6 .
600
We plotted the depth of all instances of trivial recursion in Figure 12 , bottom.
601
There appears to be at least two different distributions at play: one wherein there 602 is shallow recursion, never exceeding 25 stack frames deep; and one wherein there We fit a negative binomial distribution to recursion depths less than 20 stack 611 frames. The fit distribution is shown in red in Figure 12 . An offset of 2 was 612 applied to the distribution, because recursion must have a depth of at least 2.
613
The µ (mean) parameter was 0.086 and the dispersion parameter (size) was 0.047.
614
The the tokenized function name lengths as well.
656
However, as shown in Figure 13 , the Gamma distribution does not appear 
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indicated by the function on the top of the stack at the time of a crash. It is also considered to be the most important part of the stack in many papers on crash stack trace are presented in Table 7 , and the most common functions at the top 694 of the stack, along with their crashing signal, are presented in Table 8 .
695 Figure 14 shows the frequency spectrum of the top functions. We fit a finite
696
Zipf-Mandelbrot model to the frequency spectrum using the zipfR R package [13] .
697
In Figure 14 , the red line indicates the model distribution and the black line that had the library file specified, because it could be parsed the most reliably.
of the stack.
753
The 10 most common crashing libraries are listed in on function names (Section 5.7, Section 5.9, and Section 5.8).
791
A threat to internal validity is alluded to in Figure 2 is that end-users have the 792 ability to opt-out of submitting a crash report. As such, this biases the data that is ultimately available for analysis-both in this paper, and for other purposes, such as crash report deduplication. In addition, the crashes that do appear in 
